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So the time is February 2015, Id submitted on here about an attention in fandubbing GXs 4th time of year and obtained a lot of
individuals collectively that werent actually Voice Actors, an editor and a world famous musicman in umasteryoyo28.. He put
through the e-mail Sport off something to this day time that nevertheless gets to me on a private degree as there was no need to
include insult to injuries.. Possess we violated any fair use laws and regulations by attempting to generate an English language
version of Yu-Gi-Oh GX Period 4.. But nevertheless, here will be the email in complete along with our reactions My title is
Chris Beaumont, Im a producer at 4K Mass media inc, the organization accountable for Yu-Gi-Oh outside of.. I wished to let
you understand that while we enjoy the passion and talent of Yu-Gi-Ohs supporters this particular.. If we were permitted to
continue, we would posting disclaimers that provides full credit to the authentic creators and.. Our projects goal can be only to
dub the fourth period óf Yu-Gi-0h GX which has continued to be undubbed all these.

Yugioh Gx Season 1 English Free Of ChargeYugioh Gx Season 1 English Free Of ChargeMy titles RadicalzEnigma, some óf
you in thé local community understand me as Haydén Robins, Co-Foundér and Brand Manager of Group Millennium.. In
inclusion to even more the concept that we would not be hurting the brand or causing any harmful effects wed like.. We started
to fandub Event 156 and had been doing therefore and attaining a rather small fanbase, but around 6-7 days in to the task our e-
mail we were using at the time was hit with a message from 4K Mass media from Digital Manufacturer, Chris Beaumont..
However a direct redub of this content material is usually something we legally cant abide - and truthfully we dont want you..
Were responsible for the ón-going fandub óf Time of year 0 (currently at 8 symptoms since 2015) and we initially began from a
reddit posting right here on ryugioh when we attempted to fandub GX Time of year 4 in to British.. How did you go about
finding us Our using is extremely little at the moment so we are amazed to observe a.. Therefore, Im asking for you please allow
this go before the situation escalates any additional.. Will be there any method we could keep on the project without adversely
affecting your business or root.
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These are usually questions we inquire you Mr Beaumont to reply for a team of gifted individuals attempting to generate.. This
morning hours I received an email from Yu-Gi-Ohs principal rights owner in Japan updating me of your website.. Please see the
below replies to your questions (though please keep in thoughts I are not really a attorney).. Again, we truly do value the love
and commitment a project like this displays, we find so much awesome lover.. We have seen your e-mail and have got taken
down our site and taken further activities to suspend our task.. How do you go about obtaining us We possess a lot of free of
charge period and like to Google ourselves, haha.
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If we continue with this, making no revenue from it, does Konami or 4KPress get rid of any cash from us dubbing.. Press issue
tag to find out the relaxation of the key pad shortcuts Journal in indication up User account menu 123 Tale about 4K Media and
Yu-Gi-Oh GX Season 4.
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